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MEET THE LIFE
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Meet Simon Horner...
Higher Education Life Coach Team Leader
Special interests: Coaching, mentoring and
resilience in higher education as well as promoting
good mental health.
Nature and travelling the world, Birds, Animals and Pets

WELCOME
Welcome to the second issue of the Research Hub Newsletter!
In this edition, you will discover more about our
expert life coach team and how they have been
supporting our students since September 2021.
You will also be introduced to our academic
dissertation tutors who work to provide vital support
to our higher education students throughout their
dissertation journey, and the wider support that is
available through the college.
At the college we seek to develop research engaged
students who regularly interact with industry-relevant
activities. In addition, the members of the Research
Committee will support any students who wish to
present their research at conferences and sharing of
good practice events.
As final year students work on their research the
Research Committee are starting to plan the

Qualifications: I am a qualified Higher Education
Lecturer in Animal Science and a dedicated Mental
Health Coach. I am a Fellow of the Higher Education
Academy and I am qualified in Mental Health First Aid.

Dissertation Poster Event for the end of the year to
showcase the excellent work being undertaken by the
higher education students at the University Centre
Bishop Burton. More information on this event will be
publicised in the forthcoming months.

Bio: I have worked in Higher Education for the last 25
years. I am currently the Higher Education Life Coach
Team Leader working with a dedicated and highly
qualified team of life coaches for the Higher Education
students at University Centre Bishop Burton.

To find out more about our Research Hub, please visit

We deliver a range of programmes including 5
steps to success and bespoke sessions on a range of
subjects and see students on a one-to-one basis for
life coaching sessions with the aim of them gaining a
better study /life balance.

bishopburton.ac.uk/researchhub
We hope you find the contents of this newsletter
interesting. To contribute to future editions, or to
provide any feedback, please email:
adele.sewell@bishopburton.ac.uk
Adele Sewell,
Research Committee Chair (Higher Education)

Superpower: Positive and motivational, forward
thinking, a ‘go getter’ and can identify all British birds
by sound, sight or flight pattern!

How can the Life Coach
Team support you?
> Study / Life Balance
> Procrastination & Motivation
> Money Management
> Confidence Building
> Anxiety and Stress Management
> Transferable Skills
> Health – Eating
> Health – Sleeping

Meet Helen Thorburn..

Meet Catherine Frear..

Higher Education Life Coach

Higher Education Life Coach

Special interests: I love studying human behaviour,

Special interests: Coaching, mentoring and

what motivates us and sharing this learning to support
people in getting the best out of life.

resilience in higher education as well as promoting
good mental health.

I love reading and am a dab hand with a flat pack.

I love walking my dog, arts and crafts, gardening and
spending quality time with family and friends.

I have a small Jack Russell who is 10 and whose
behaviour I am still getting to grips with!

Qualifications: I studied Ancient History at
university and started my teaching career in a
secondary school where I taught French and German
for 12 years.
I also ran an alternative provision there for students
with learning difficulties and have also worked as a
specialist teacher for dyslexia.
I am qualified in Life Coaching and Counselling skills.
Alongside this role at Bishop Burton, I work as an
Advisory Teacher for Behaviour in East Riding schools
where I deliver training and support.

Bio: I have worked in education for over 20 years in a
number of roles and love the pace and variety it offers.
I lived and went to school in France when I was
younger which was a great experience. My work has
enabled me to connect with lots of great people.

Superpower: I’m pretty good at reading people
and situations.
As a teenager, I used to have a skill of being able to tell
the exact time without looking at a clock!

Qualifications: I am a qualified teacher and have
an MA in Educational Research. My dissertation focus
was fostering resilience in adult learners in higher
education.
I have also studied coaching and mentoring at postgraduate level. I am a Fellow of the Higher Education
Academy and am qualified in Mental Health First Aid.

Bio: I have worked in care and education for the last
20 years, firstly as a day nursery manager and Further
Education and Higher Education lecturer, educational
consultant and coach.
I am currently an Higher Education Life Coach working
with students at the University Centre Bishop Burton.
We deliver health and well-being sessions.
I also see students on a one-to-one basis for life
coaching sessions with the aim of them gaining a
better study/life balance.

Superpower: I’m a good listener and
communicator. I also make a mean lasagne!

LIFE COACH ACHIEVEMENTS
The Higher Education Life Coach team have successfully been providing
support to our students since September 2021!
Life coaches are wellbeing professionals who work with
individuals to enable them to progress in their lives. They
can help focus students to aid:
•

Study-life balance

our higher education students. They offer a range of
bespoke sessions and have engaged with students
across all curriculum areas in higher education from 14th
September to January 20th they have held the following
one-to-one sessions:

•

Health and fitness

•

•

Personal identity and development

•

Work performance

Nine 5 Steps to Success programmes delivered to
the level 4 groups across the Bishop Burton campus
these include, Animal Science, Sport, Criminology,
Agriculture, Conservation, Floristry

•

Career goals

•

•

Procrastination & productivity

Nine bespoke sessions delivered to the level 5 and
6 groups including Floristry, Animal Science, Sport
and Equine.

•

Getting motivated

The life coach team at Bishop Burton continue to support

The Life Coach Team can be accessed by:
•

Programme leader referral (online)

•

Student self-referral (online)

•

Student time-tabled drop-in sessions (in the higher
education Life Skills room).

You are invited to
University Centre
Bishop Burton’s
Graduate
Showcase 2022
When: Thursday 26 May
Time: 1:30pm - 4:30pm
Location: Bishop Burton College
Read on for more information!

THE ROLE OF THE
DISSERTATION SUPERVISOR
Dissertation supervisors play an important
role in supporting the colleges strategic aim
of delivering high quality technical education
and skills development, developing and
supporting staff to ensure they achieve
their full potential, and an important role in
supporting and guiding students with their
independent research or creative research
project.
Supervisors are allocated from the bank of experienced
higher education academic staff and all have relevant
industry background in addition to Masters and Phd
qualifications, as well as keen interest in the topic area.
The amount of supervision given to any individual
student will vary depending on the nature of the topic,
the degree of difficulty encountered and the ability of
the student. An allocation of 15 minutes per week per
student is given to supervisors. This time allocation may
include individual dissertation tutorials, checking draft
work), e-mail correspondence, statistical analysis support
and practical data collection.

Supervisors may publish and promote research title
topics, for which students can ‘bid’ to undertake in some
subject areas. This often links to current research themes
or focus’ of the department and/or supervisor, these
may collaborate with industry or form part of a bigger
research project at the University Centre.
Supervisors have to offer support for students without
imparting too much of their own ideas or input, this
ensures the student’s gains experience in research
design effectively to development their own stance and
approach to problem solving. Likewise, the supervisors
are not permitted to draft mark discussion sections as a
mechanism of ensuring the interpretation and analysis
of findings is that of the student.
In some instances, the supervisor will continue support
beyond the project submission, often in the form of
supporting submission of research to conferences or
publications. This may extend into years post the final
year of study and is testament to the dedication and
passion of the supervisor in supporting research and
aiding this to reach wider audiences.

KNOWLEDGE
TRANSFER EVENT
Bishop Burton College hosts Future Farming Knowledge Transfer event!
The Centre for Precision Agriculture at
Bishop Burton College, part of the Yorkshire
and Humber Institute of Technology, was
home to the first Future Farming Knowledge
Transfer event.

practical application of data systems, agricultural
robots and GPS.

Over fifty delegates from the agricultural sector
attended the event to learn about the use of
technologies within the sector, with a key focus on
precision and regenerative farming solutions.

“We are working closely with employers and
industry experts to deliver courses that really
meets business needs.

The Knowledge Transfer event provided a
showcase of some of the equipment and
approaches that are used on the Bishop Burton
Farm, as well as in Agricultural curriculum that is
offered at the college.
Three new FREE ‘bite sized’ courses were also
launched at the event, focusing on Agricultural
Robotics, Agricultural Guidance Systems and
Communication and Agricultural Technology, Data
Handling and Communication.
The short courses will give farming businesses and
employees new skills and ways of engaging with
technology to help improve productivity, reduce
emissions and soil erosion. The aim is to develop
higher level skills and the adoption of forwardlooking agricultural technologies.
The event was delivered by the college Principal,
lecturers, as well as industry experts who shared
their knowledge about the commercial use and

Principal and CEO at Bishop Burton, Bill Meredith
said;

“We have created a ‘bite sized’ delivery model
that is business-friendly and accessible, whilst
tackling some of the major challenges being
faced by the sector.
“We already have almost 40 people signed
up to the new courses, which will start in late
January 2022. I’m excited to see how we can
support the sector by developing new and
essential skills that are needed to sustain our
farming industry.”
Delegate feedback was really positive too, with
comments stating; “The robotic sprayer and
spreader was brilliant”, “very interesting. Thank
you, although we were aware of some of the
innovations that were demonstrated, today has
really helped to clarify things and help us think
about how we can bring improvements to our
farm.”

Anyone interested in taking part in the free short courses
should get in touch with the college:
Email: servicestobusiness@bishopburton.ac.uk
Website: www.bishopburton.ac.uk
Bishop Burton College is a specialist land-based education provider, located near Beverley. The
College delivers a broad range of college and degree level specialist, technical education through
hands-on courses ranging from Agriculture, Equine and Animal Management, through to Sport,
Public Services, Fashion, Engineering and Construction. The College is ranked within the top 5%
of colleges nationally for its Level 3 provision (DfE), as well as being rated Ofsted ‘outstanding’
for the care and support given to its students.

DISSERTATION AREA
ANIMAL SCIENCES

DISSERTATION AREA
ANIMAL & CANINE

Dissertation Supervisors - Jessica Millner

Dissertation Supervisors - Lynda Taylor / Anna Williams / Mel
Watson / Marion Justice / Joanne Meredith / Carrie Worley / Elaine
Campbell / Rosy Lyon / Jessica Milner

Students in this area have identified the
following initial ideas for their dissertation
topics.
They are working closely with dissertation supervisors to
further clarify areas of study. Below is a summary of the
research identified as you will see there are a wide range
of ideas which reflect the diverse nature of the subject
area.
•

Jade Cooke is currently researching influence of
colour on a bird life

•

Robin Whiteman who is undertaking a BSc ABW
has yet to decide on his project but is considering
the following, degus and their response to novel
objects or changes to circadian rhythms.

Students in this area have identified the
following initial ideas for their dissertation
topics.
They are working closely with dissertation supervisors to
further clarify areas of study. Below is a summary of the
research identified as you will see there are a wide range
of ideas which reflect the diverse nature of the subject
area.
•

Courtney Mills is undertaking research into rabbit
bedding preferences

•

Ellen Greenwood-Sole Herding is wanting to
research behaviour in border collie puppies

•

Ellie Stubbs is looking to research how has the
welfare of household pets been affected by
lockdown and has this affected the likelihood of
dogs being rehomed

•

Rebecca Ware is looking at the impact of visitor
group size upon the behaviour of different breeds
of penguin

•

Darcie Dove is looking at grass sward height,
paddock size and plant species in relation to
laminitis in equines

•

Harry Kirman is thinking of researching if beaver
dams affect the biodiversity of fish within the wild

•

Holly Barton is looking at the affects of enrichment
upon marmoset behaviour

•

Holly Creaser is looking to research the use of a
mineral bucket influence the number of lambs born
within a flock of sheep

•

Jade Cooke is researching if does colour affect a
bird’s life

•

Naomi Gomm has two research ideas the first, does
a variation in feeding times increase enclosure use
by Scottish Wildcats and the second area there any
differences in behaviour between wild and captive
Scottish Wildcats

•

Nicola Waites will be researching if birth weight
affect weaning viability

•

Robin Whiteman has two research ideas the
first is investigating Degus and their response to
novel objects and the second changes to circadian
rhythms in degus

•

Tony Wood is researching if captive orca behaviour
differs from the wild

•

Delphine McWilliam is investigating socialisation
over lock down in domestic canines and
implications on behaviour

•

Georgia Somerville will be looking at animal
welfare and the dramatic rise of dog/pet ownership
since the first lockdown

•

Ellie Morgan is thinking of researching causes of
separation anxiety in dogs

•

•

Charmain Whiteman is looking to research canines
and behaviour but has yet to clarify her ideas

Holly Carew is exploring the question, are pet dogs
more stressed than they seem when left home
alone

•

Erin Hucknall is researching and carrying out an
analysis of age effect on Conventional Dairy Cow
(Bos taurus) Colostrum Constitution.

•

Chloe Wells is wanting to research enclosure/
enrichment usage for the marmosets

•

Emily Methley will be undertaking a koala literature
review

•

Gemma Dowson will be looking at guinea pig
bedding preferences

•

Georgina Hunt is looking at the impact of plastic
ingestion upon fish

DISSERTATION AREA
ANIMAL & CANINE CONT.
•

Jessica Collinson is researching recovery methods
after sacroiliac treatment in horses to assess the
level of work

•

Lucy Cox will be testing different brands of reptile
sand for micro plastics and metal contamination to
see if there any affects on the health of the animals
kept on these beddings

•

Megan Robinson is thinking of looking at the
impact of distance walked on dog behaviour or
stress and anxiety in dogs through the use of a
heart rate monitor

•

Abigail Dyson is researching complimentary
therapies and reactive dogs or Canicross

•

Allan Brown is carrying out a study of the rescue &
rehabilitation of greyhound/sight hounds/ lurchers

•

Andi Carte is researching the differences in
impulsive behaviour between working and show
lines of Labrador Retrievers

•

Bethany Long is going to research how playing tug
games with bull breeds may influence mouthing
behaviour

•

Deanna Dawson is researching how holistic
therapy used to support puppy development in
animal centres

•

Sara Moreton is researching the question, does
hydrotherapy make a difference

•

Victoria Pritchard is wanting to research the notion
of separation anxiety

•

Adam Barber wants to research if reactive dog
classes a viable alternative to one-to-one behaviour
consultations

•

Amy Ross is investigating the effect of daily scent
work training on the welfare of recently relinquished
dogs

•

Emily Goddard is researching imposter syndrome
within the dog training instructor industry

•

Kerry Park is looking at relationship between breed
types and amount of vocalisation, and how this is
useful in deciding what breed to have

•

Sarah Stridgeon wants to research handler
orientation in relation to the dog influences the
responsiveness to obedience cues and if visually

attending the dog or not influences obedience
responses
•

Victoria Heeley is carrying out a study of stress
indicators in hospitalised dogs that had an item of
clothing from their owner compared to those that
did not.

•

Alice Lee is researching if (dog) breed influence
training success of a simple task

•

Claire Stewart is wanting to investigate adolescent
dog behaviour

•

Shay Kelly is researching the topic of olfactory
enrichment to improve affective state and
optimism in dogs

•

Tracey McLennan wants to explore the question of
will dogs pay more attention to their handler if they
are given access to a game based on their preferred
predatory behaviour

•

Courtney Colby has two ideas that she has yet to
clarify these are will people pay more for eggs from
hens with better welfare or factors affecting dog
adoption

•

Holly Creaser is researching does the use of a
mineral bucket influences lambing percentage
within a small flock of sheep. Holly’s project is
being carried out on the home farm whereby
she is wanting to assess the viability of including
mineral buckets as a way of possibly increasing
scanning and lambing percentages, further
research is also taking place with regards to the
nutritional interactions and how they can enhance
productivity of the flock.

DISSERTATION AREA
ANIMAL & CANINE CONT.
•

Nicola Waites is investigating if farrowing
accommodation and piglet birth weight affects
weaning viability. This project is being carried out
on a pig farm where Nicola works, to assess ways
in which accommodation and birth weights can be
utilised further to aid weight gain up to weaning,
and to consider how different accommodation
systems can influence such factors

•

Harriet Kilby research topic is does the experience
of a sheep dog (experienced dogs compared to
dogs in training) influence sheep behaviour. Harriet
has always been interested in sheep dog training
and shepherding work and is wanting to assess
the behavioural responses that are given by sheep
during a herding practice with a variety of dogs
that are either fully trained or are in training

•

Chloe Blake is researching the effect of feeding
regimes on vocalisation within Asian Short
Clawed otters - Chloe is wanting to complete her
dissertation by observing vocalisations of the
otters at college and how such vocalisations are
influenced by the feeding regime

•

Naomi Gomm who is undertaking a BSc ABW
has yet to decide on her project but is considering
the following, does a variation in feeding times
increase enclosure use by Scottish Wildcats or
differences in behaviour between wild and captive
Scottish Wildcats or Literature review on the
history of the Scottish Wildcats, comparing captive
breeding programs, how it became so endangered.

DISSERTATION AREA
COUNTRYSIDE MANAGEMENT,
CONSERVATION & AGRICULTURE
Dissertation Supervisor - Christopher Scott / Jonathan Dearlove
Students in this area have identified the
following initial ideas for their dissertation
topics.

Bird Observatory and the RSPB
•

They are working closely with dissertation supervisors to
further clarify areas of study. Below is a summary of the
research identified. As you will see there are a wide range
of ideas which reflect the diverse nature of the subject
area.
•

•

•

Summer Porter has chosen to research what the
main material responsible for seal entanglement
in the UK is. This project will seek to categorise
marine litter to find out the main material
affecting seals in the UK, and to show the different
types of entanglement materials in England,
Scotland, Ireland and Wales. The project will use
photos and videos from various groups involved in
seal conservation and rescue to explore incidences
of seal entanglement resulting from commercial
fishing, public fishing, public litter and other waste
material
Jamie Norman is investigating the association
between the presence of European eel, (Anguilla
anguilla), and the presence of the signal crayfish
(Pacifastacus leniusculus) in Lincolnshire chalk
streams and rivers, as well as looking at other
physical, chemical and biological influences on
the population size of eels. The work is being
conducted with help from the Lincolnshire Chalk
Streams Project
Samuel Caswell is researching the effect of
natural wind force and direction, combined
with the development of the Humber gateway
offshore wind farm on the abundance dispersal
of common scoter (Melanitta nigra) in the North
Sea. The overall aim of this project is to discover
whether there is a correlation between the
natural wind force and direction and common
scoter populations in the North Sea. This will be
combined with consideration of the impact of the
development of the Humber Gateway Offshore
wind farm on the species and its key ecological
requirements such as habitat, food and sea depth.
The work is being conducted with help from Spurn

•

Aaron Davis is researching an investigation into
eurasian beaver (cast or fiber) caching within the
United Kingdom. This project aims to investigate
whether there in association between the habitat
that beavers in the UK inhabit and their food
caching behaviour. The research will be conducted
via questionnaires sent to the managers of beaver
reintroduction and trial projects in the UK. Data
on when the beavers start food caching during the
year, habitat, types of food cached and consumed,
and weather conditions will be collated
Jakes Lindars dissertation topic is the future
requirements of labour in the primary agricultural
processing industry. He is looking at how Brexit has
caused the labour shortage in abattoirs and how
this could be addressed. One of the ways, could be
more automation in the meet processing industry.
Jake will be researching how other are automating
their systems.

DISSERTATION AREA
CRIMINOLOGY
Dissertation Supervisors - Nick Drewery
Students in this area have identified the
following initial ideas for their dissertation
topics.
They are working closely with dissertation supervisors to
further clarify areas of study. Below is a summary of the
research identified as you will see there are a wide range
of ideas which reflect the diverse nature of the subject
area.
•

Emiley Massey is carrying out an investigation
into the public perception of mental health in
prisons

•

Ella Render is researching the difficulties for
veterans in prison and the issues facing them

•

Sharon Pritchard was wanting to research male
and female serial killers, looking at contradictory
evidence but has suspended her studies for this
year

•

Joanne Hall is questioning if misogyny exist in UK
Policing

•

Dharma Holmes is thinking of looking at a
thematic analysis on the safeguarding issues
within the religious sector

•

Rachel Archer is researching Language barriers in
the Criminal Justice System.

UCBB students
have access to
£100 to use
towards their
dissertation!
Contact Student Services
for more information
enquiries@bishopburton.ac.uk

DISSERTATION AREA
DESIGN & FLORISTRY

DISSERTATION AREA
EQUINE

Dissertation Supervisors - Michele Thompson

Dissertation Supervisors - Rebecca Brassington / Sarah Keith /
Elaine Campbell / Gayle Enion-Farrington / Shannon Sackiety

Students in this area have identified the
following initial ideas for their dissertation
topics.
They are working closely with dissertation supervisors to
further clarify areas of study. Below is a summary of the
research identified as you will see there are a wide range
of ideas which reflect the diverse nature of the subject
area.
•

•

•
•

Morgan Cope who is investigating visual media:
does this impact on behaviour in teen groups and
young adults
Sarah Donkin who is going to research an
exploration of gender equality, typography
and colour theory and their influence on the
development of graphic design
James Oglesby is wanting to investigate the
impact of design within the home
Lewis Rose is researching into the regeneration and
reuse of historical buildings in our town and city
centres

•

Casey Taylor is going to research does the styling
of an interior space influence our wellbeing

•

Joanne Atkinson is researching into the impact
that the presence of cut flowers and plants within
the home have on our mental health and wellbeing

•

Helen Smith is investigating can today’s floristry
practices be improved by taking a step back, to
familiarising ourselves with floristry practises from
the past. Does this achieve a more sustainable
future within the industry

•

Soolmaz Lashgary is researching the role of colour
in floristry design and its relationship with different
cultures

•

Claire Oneill will be focusing on flower language by
investigating into the wide range of uses of flowers,
plants, including wild materials from Victorian times
to present day

•

Cheryl Wheatcroft will be researching the rising
financial issues within the UK floristry industry and
its impact on the floristry designer, retailer, and
consumer.

chronic conditions if severe, by understanding
how to reduce micro-organisms that can result in
infections can be useful to promote best practices
for optimal health

Students in this area have identified the
following initial ideas for their dissertation
topics.
They are working closely with dissertation supervisors to
further clarify areas of study. Below is a summary of the
research identified as you will see there are a wide range
of ideas which reflect the diverse nature of the subject
area.

•

Charlotte Knight is looking at the effects of
manual massage on forelimb range of motion and
stride length in horses

•

Natalie Botrel is comparing manual massage with
a massage mitt and the effects on behavioural and
physiological indicators of stress. This project is
being supported by Equilibrium Products who have
donated a massage mitt

•

Charlotte Gillian is planning to research the
effects of training techniques on clipping in
relation to behaviour and physiological stress
responses

•

Rachel Condon and Alisha Oswin are looking
to research into rider fitness and its effects on
performance

•

Fallon Burkitt is investigating the impact of core
strengthening and dynamic mobilising exercises
upon the horse’s posture

•

Lisa Charlie is looking at the impacts of mental
health on equine livery participants

•

•

Charlotte Lawson’s research title is understanding
the impact of celebrity endorsement of equine
fashion products through social media

Ashleigh Brown has chosen to complete a
questionnaire that aims to investigate a possible
link between stereotypic behaviour and gastric
ulcers in equines.

•

Katie Skelton will be researching equine behaviour
and physiological stress responses to exercise
on the water treadmill, investigating in both
experienced and inexperienced horses in relation
to this equipment

•

Hannah Jackson will be researching horse
responses to different human facial expressions
and body postures, to see if horses recall those
presenting aggressive/ dominant conditions or
happy/ submissive conditions which will have
broad application to industry

•

Elizabeth Lowe will be investigating kinematic
changes pre and post water walker exercise for a
group of racehorses. This modality is increasing in
usage but currently no published research into this
exercise type, understanding any changes in stride
length can be of particular use to this field and
potential improvements in speed

•

Paige Read is investigating the bacteria total
count in hoof samples between horses with shod
and barefoot hooves. Horses can be at risk of foot
infections which can be very painful and lead to

DISSERTATION AREA
SPORT & EXERCISE SCIENCE

DISSERTATION AREA
TEACHER TRAINING

Dissertation Supervisors - David Whitelock / Matthew CarterWoodhead

Dissertation Supervisors - Adele Sewell

Students in this area have identified the
following initial ideas for their dissertation
topics.

They are working closely with dissertation supervisors to
further clarify areas of study. Below is a summary of the
research identified as you will see there are a wide range
of ideas which reflect the diverse nature of the subject
area.

They are working closely with dissertation supervisors to
further clarify areas of study. Below is a summary of the
research identified as you will see there are a wide range
of ideas which reflect the diverse nature of the subject
area.
•

Jack Edwards will be researching the perceptions
of nutritional ergogenic aids in a trained
population

•

Lucy Hickingbotham will be researching the
effects of sports injury on quality of life

•

Jake Levitt will be researching bilateral
asymmetries in football performance

•

Sophie Levitt will be looking at the effects of fall
history and confidence with the elderly population

•

Anna Peel will be researching the effects of
exercise on daily anxiety in non anxiety diagnosed
18-29 year olds.

Students in this area have identified the
following initial ideas for their dissertation
topics.

You are invited to
University Centre
Bishop Burton’s
Graduate
Showcase 2022

•

Jamie Maughan is currently researching the
difficulties surrounding behaviour management
in special schools and the importance of having a
strong behaviour policy to best support staff and
students

•

Francesca Cosway is currently researching how
I teach ICT within my special educational needs
setting in comparison to mainstream schooling.
She has chosen to look at how teaching ICT differs
within different settings, looking into how to adapt
teaching and resources for the abilities of the
students

•

Georgina Smith is researching into promoting
academic research in highly vocational Higher
Education equine students. She has chosen to look
at the promotion of academic research because
it is a key aspect of studying at Higher Education
level. In her experience, students that pursue
equine degrees are often more motivated by the
vocational aspects of the programme and struggle
to engage with literature and appreciate the
nature of academic research

•

Victoria Fay is researching Criminology:
understanding law and legislation a practical
approach to learning. As criminology can be
a difficult subject, in comparison to scientific
subjects in which there is an answer to every
question. Criminology has many theories but is
greatly opinion based therefore without a definite
answer. Learners can therefore find difficulty
when understanding law and legislation within
Criminology. It is important as a teacher to
discover and identify ways in which to support
learners to overcome barriers within their learning
and ensure students engagement. The paper will
address the barriers of learners and discuss ways
in which to make sessions practical to help learners
develop a better understanding of the subject

When: Thursday 26 May
Time: 1:30pm - 4:30pm
Location: Bishop Burton College
Join us for a display of our higher
education student’s dissertation
and final year projects.
There will also be a chance to see
our graduate’s posters, to explore
our University Centre and to talk
about Higher Education
programmes.

•

Amber Skelton is researching effective strategies
development and approaches to teaching PSHE
to 14-16 year olds students with special education
needs at key stage 2 national curriculum level.

STAFF RESEARCH &
SCHORLARY ACTIVITY

STAFF RESEARCH &
SCHORLARY ACTIVITY CONT.

Melanie Watson...

Ann Baslington-Davies...

Helen Martin...

Nick Drewery...

Head of Higher Education Faculty

Animal Sciences Lecturer

Interim Head of Department -

Criminology Lecturer

Melanie is currently working with an industry partner,
as part of her MA, looking at the feasibility of a new
bedding material product.
This involves preference testing the bedding on rabbits
there will be more information to follow as the research
progresses.

Ann is just starting the second year of a part-time PhD
at the University of Lincoln, working on a project to
produce a tool for assessing the risk of human-directed
aggression in dogs. She is working with a former student
Helen Howell.
So far, she has undertaken a systematic review and is in
the process of writing up papers for publication.

Land Based & Foundation Studies
Helen has delivered at the Landex conference for landbased colleges at North Shropshire College-Walford
Campus. Helen spoke about the ‘Technical Revolution’
and gave an outline of the increase in technological
advances in Agriculture with the use of robotic
equipment.
Agriculture has developed greatly over the past few
decades in terms of increasing food production to
meet a rising population and it is an industry that is
already using some renewable energy, however there
are some improvements to be made in tackling climate
change in an industry that is under pressure to be more
resourceful.
The presentation concentrated on how Agriculture was
at the forefront of being a driving force in reducing
greenhouse gasses and looking at how this will ensure
the industry is working at its most efficient.

Equine Performance
Conference
Victoria Lucas...
Head of English and Maths
Victoria is a Century ambassador and has participated
at worldwide events. She has networked with Bradford
College, Loughborough College and is set to meet with
other colleges regarding Century practice.
She has recently presented 15 minute presentation
at the exclusive Century Ambassadors event back in
February 2022.

When: Saturday 16 - Sunday 17 July 2022
Location: Bishop Burton College
Join us as we follow the theme ‘Spotlight on Injury and
Rehabilitation’, encompassing a range of plenary
lectures and practical demonstrations from industry
experts and researchers from a variety of fields.
Visit www.bishopburton.ac.uk/EPC22 for more
information about the event, how to submit your
abstract, how to purchase your tickets and much more.

The presentation also covered the new developments
at the College with the opening of the Institute of
Technology building which will showcase the latest
innovative practice in the sector and linked this to new
courses that have been designed to upskill the current
workforce so they can be ready to be accepting of
the technological advances making their way into the
industry.

Nick is currently undertaking an MA in Photography
with Falmouth University. As he is a criminologist, he
has entitled his research ‘Police protection, protect the
police’.
Visual Criminology is a growing sector and pertains to
a general approach to negatively portraying the police.
His research will consider the processes and training
a police officer undertakes and how important that
training is to protect both oneself and the general public
in performing one’s duty.
As an ex-police constable and criminologist, it is through
experience and studies that realising the truth of
violence a police officer experiences on a day-to-day
basis are represented as a critical approach.

NOTES

RESEARCH HUB
Our online Research Hub is now live!
For more information about ongoing research and
insights, please visit our dedicated online Hub.
There you will find a wealth of content detailing the
research projects we are currently contributing towards,
plus a number of specialist publications and papers, all
focusing on the following subject areas:
•

Agriculture and Farm

•

Animal Sciences

•

Creative Design

•

Criminology

•

Ecology and Conservation

•

Equestrian Performance

•

Sport and Exercise.

DISCOVER MORE
To discover more about our Research Hub, please visit:
www.bishopburton.ac.uk/researchhub
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